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Remarks 

This young member of the wizard guild Cait 
Shelter is a Shy Dragon Slayer Wizard. She 
learned how to heal wounds from a dragon. 
Her magic comes from air; the cleaner the 
air, the stronger the magic. In polluted air, 
her magic doesn’t worh at all. 
Seven years ago, the dragon that raised 
her, Grandeeney, went missing, just like 
the dragons who trained Natsu and Gajeel. 
When she heard rumors of Natsu, she felt 
she needed to meet him, so she volunteered 
for this mission. 
For Wendy, who is usually extremely shy, 
volunteering took a huge amount of courage. 

Chapter 144: Pretty Yoi<e 















Gemini 
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Didn't 
anybody ever 

teach you 
how to ask a 

favor? 







She 
loves us 
Celestial 
Spirits! 
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Chapter 145: Memoriej of Idial 
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/...that black light 
takes those on the 
borderline between 
light and darkness, 
and forces them to step... 
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I can't 
remember 
anything' 
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Chapter 146: You Are Free 
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Nirvana. 
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Chapter i4t: Guild of Hope 





Don't 
imagine 

that you can 
go without 
paying the 
penalty for 
the people 

you've 
hurt/'.'! 

Remember 
them!!.'! Don't 

even think 
you can rest 
in peace not 

knowing any- 
thing of your 

crimes!!!! 
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I can hear 
It//// This is 

our future//// 
The sound of 
the extinction 
of light//// 
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They're 
coming up 
from the 
ground 

all over,,. 
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The 
uftimate 

weapon in the 
extinction of 

light! 

Reversal ^Sk11 
Magic, 

Nirvana!!!!! 

And 
now... 

they will be 
rendered 
useless!!!! 

Trust and soli¬ 
darity are the 
official guilds' 

weapons. 









Chapter 148: March of Destruction 





















And turn 
our cfarfc' 
ness into 
mm 
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'Fire Dragon's... 
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JV T_^M clan of the J) % 1 ^ ancients 
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There's no help for 
it....The ancients 
probably never 
included that in 

their calculations. in. That's pretty 
ironic... Giving 

Nirvana the name 
"peace." Right now... 
it's being used as a 

tool of evil. 

But... It'd be great 
magic if it didn't have 

the light-turning- 
to-dark part/ w 
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Chha 
aaaaa 
ahhh 
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Chapter 150: Dragon'! Roar 





My poison 
causes your 
body to rot 
away with 
just one 
attack/ 
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Chapter Hit Annihilation of Six Demon*!! 
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Cook 
at the old' 
generation 

dragon 
slayer now 

nut 
0 0 000000 
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POOOM 
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My 
"Heaven's 

Gaze" 
sees 

every¬ 
thing/ 
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Ibis city will 
soon be at Ks 

first goal! 

It’ll arrive at 
Cart Shelter! 
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Chapter iSt: Jura of the Ten Saint* 





That 
vm 

Romof 
magic/' 

I see... 
That 

surprised 
me a 
little. 

So it's true 
that no 

wizard saint 
would be a 
pushover. 

There are a 
number of 

guilds closer 
than Cait 
Shelter. 

There is 
no need 

for me to 
inform the 
soon-to- 
be-dead/ 
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^ the one^ 

He's out, we k 
0 £i% 
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In the 
middle 
of the 
night 





The fifth 
prayer 

has 
vanished 

Midnight... 
Make sure 

yours 
never dis¬ 
appears 
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Urano MetoriaH ...Also, Natsu and Happy’s mid-air battle!!! Jura’s good!! 
So, with all that, how was Volume 18 for you? Of it all, the Natsu and 
Happy mid-air battle was something I always wanted to do, and this 
might be the very first time that Happy has taken part directly in a battle. 
Actually, with the arrival of Carla, my concept of Happy has undergone a 
huge change. I can’t say anything now, but at some point I’d like to draw 
the “Happy Chapter.” (Such a pleasant name, huh?) Someday. 

Now, I never did any calculations to make this happen, but before this 
one, all of the story arcs have taken about three volumes of the graphic 
novels to come to an end. But this Oracion Seis arc started in 16, and 
now it’s 17 and 18, and it’s looks like it’s going to continue well into 
(through?) volume 19. It’s probably because there are so many charac¬ 
ters, but while I’m drawing, I always seem to forget somebody. Normally, 
it’d only be Happy that I forget! (Laughs.) And this time, I’ve completely 
and fully forgotten Ichiya-sama. That guy... Maybe he’ll get to play his 
part after this... So I’d like to take this opportunity to put up a top-five 
list of the things I’ve forgotten. 

No. 5: Just as I said above, the existence of Happy. (Sorry! I won’t forget again!) 
No. 4: Rings and necklaces from a wide variety of characters. (Look for them...On the 
other hand, you don’t have to look.) 
No. 3: Scars from a wide variety of characters (especially Gray’s big scar). 
No. 2: What Erza’s armor looks like. (It’s a secret that the design changes every time 
she appears.) 

No. 1: People’s faces and names. (Really! I’m so sorry!) 

Recently, I’ve been receiving business cards from all sorts of people. At 
a recent party, in one day, I received some 50 cards. But I’m terrible at 
remembering who gave them to me. If I meet you a number of times, I’ll 
remember, but... I’m just a failure as an adult... 



EMERGENCE REQUEST? 

EXPLAIN THE 
MYSTERIES OF FT 

At the Fairy Taif Gym 

): Hah/ Hyaah/ Hup/ 

): Puuunch// 

Lucy: So, as you see, today we're 
coming to you From the gym 
inside the guild. 

Mira Puuunch// 

Lucy: First question. 

if Racer on/y 
stows the 
rest or the 
world down, 
how come 
Brain praised 
his speedp 

): Puuunch// 

J: Ow/ 

Mira Simple flattery, perhaps. 

• But he did actually deliver the 
coffin in only one hour, rightP 

Mira True. But it just had to be 
close by to start with. 

Lucy: What would it be close forp 

Mira Next question/ 

Lucy: I've got a bad feeling about 
our corner this volume... 

if Angei had 
Gemini turn into 
Brza or Midnight, 
wouldn't they 
have made quick 
work of LucyP 

Mira you lucked out there, Uucy. 

Lucy: Th-That's true... I wonder why 
she didn't. 

): Just chance, rightP 

j: If she had used Ichiya's perfume 
that destroys people's will to 
fight, it could have been a real 
problem too. 

Mira I know/ Once somebody 
changes into Ichiya once, they 
never want to do it again/ 

Lucy: They changed into Gray and 
me twice, but they never 
changed into Erza even once. 

J: Puuunch// 

J: That's exactly the bad 
feeling I had/// 

Mira Kiiick// 

Lucy: Would you please stop doing 
thatP/ You're not planning on 
beating me up to cover our shame 
for the entire column, 
are youP/ 

J: All of the rules and limitations 
of Gemini will be explained at a 
later date. 

|l): Really? 

I: Maybe. 

Mira And the next question. 

is tfibikfs 
magic the 
fnternetp 

Lucy: "Internet"? 

Mira: It's something close to what 
people call the Internet in the 
reader's world. 

Lucy: What is it supposed to be? 

Mira Sorry, I don't know much 
about it myself. 

Lucy: He said it was about 
compressing data and 
transferring it to others faster 
than it would take to tell them. 

Mira Puuunch// 

: Own!! 

^ 4JU ; is that what mesms^> 

: Is that what what means?!! 

Mira Then here's the final question. 

I realty 
didn't like 
how Cobra 
was dei 

j: W-Wait just a second, Mira- 
san// you can't go punching 
the readers// 

Mira There are some things that 
are best left untouched. 

Lucy: Well, of the Oracion Seis 
characters, he's pretty 
popular. And that way of 
being defeated was 
disapp^i '' 

j: Uet's be adults about this, 
Uucy. Sometimes it's good for 
a wizard to go out that way. 

Lucy: R-Right/ 

Mira: Besides, it's pretty 
cool/ I'm sure he'll go 
down in legends as 

THE GUY 
WHO WAS 
DEFEATED BY 
A LOUD YELLS 

j: For something going unsaid, 
you just said it pretty loud// 



pfhe Fairy Tail Guild d'Art is looking for illustrations/ Please 
send in your art on a post card or at post-card size, and 
do it in black pen, okay? Those chosen to be published will 
get a signed mini poster/ Make sure you write your real 
name and address on the back of your illustration/ 
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FROM HIRD nH5H1 n1 

This is a photo of my Tokyo Game 
Show event. I go every year just 
to have fun, but this time I was a 
part of an event. It was a slightly 
surreal feeling. 
I'm sure some of you out there are 
aware of it, but Fairy Tail will soon 
come out as a game. It's actually 
a lot of fun. I'm really looking 
forward to its release!! 

Original Jacket Design: Hisao Ogawa 



Translation Notes: 

Japanese is a tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is often more 

art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, here are notes on some 

of the places where we could have gone in a different direction with our transla¬ 

tion of the work, or where a Japanese cultural reference is used. 

Page 19, Tetrabiblos 
The founder of the Ptolemaic system, 

Claudius Ptolemy, wrote a four-part book 

series describing the heavens called the 

Tetrabiblos - The Four Books. One of the 

most important works of ancient astrology, 

the Tetrabiblos describes the constellations 

of the zodiac and their astrological influence 

on the world. Within the system, the Earth 

was a fixed point with the heavens spinning 

around it in complicated circles-within- 

circles. Its view of the universe was adopted 

by the Catholic Church until the time of 

Galileo and Copernicus some 1500 years 

after Ptolemy's writings. 

Page 19,88 
Stars of the Heavens 
Looking up at a night sky, you'd 

realize there are far more than 88 

stars. What this is referring to is the 

88 official constellations 

that astronomers use 

to divide and chart 

the night sky. 

Each constellation 

represents a region of 

the sky and is based 

on the ancient Greek 

charts of the heavens. 



Page 158, Cat dono 
The honorific, -dono comes from the word tono which means "lord." So calling 

someone by that honorific is like adding a "my lord” to the name. Like some very 

polite people add the honorific -sama to every name they utter, Jura adds -dono 

to names. But still, cats are usually given “cute” honorifics like -chan, and only 

sometimes jokingly referred to as -san. Adding such a respectful honorific as 

-dono to a cat's name would surprise any listener. 

Page 169, Dark Rondo 
As described in the notes for Volume 16, "Rondo" 

means a theme that is repeated many times in 

music. 

Page 169, Dark Capriccio 
Like Rondo, Capriccio is a musical term 

describing a piece of music that is lively, bright, 

and free form. It's taken from the same root 

word as the English word "capricious" comes 

from, which indicates that it is music per¬ 

formed at the musician's whim. The form was 

most popular among 17th century keyboard 

musicians. 



Page 175, Lyon uses sari 
As you might note from the portrayal of Lyon in the manga, Lyon doesn't use 

honorifics very often because he does not think many people are worthy of his 

respect. So when Lyon uses the honorific, -san, for Jura, it shows more respect than 

Lyon is likely to give anyone else. For normal people, -san is a normal honorific that 

can be applied to nearly everyone, but for someone like Lyon, the use of-san is like 

the use of -sama for anyone else. 



THEIR MAGIC SPELLS 

DESTRUCTION! 

PART 3 - AVAILABLE 01.31.2011! 

YOU SHOULD BE WATCHING FUNIMATION.COM/FAIRY-TAIL FUNlMATION 



Preview of Fairy Tail, volume 19 

Were pleased to present you a lettered preview from Fairy Tail, 

volume 19. Please check our website (www.kodanshacomics.com) to 

see when this volume will be available. 



USD DHSHinfl 



Chapter 15), Counter Attack In 

the Middle of the Night 













We know we Have to 
stop It, but we Have 

no idea of How to 
do tHat/ 



decimated! 
A century ago, the bizarre creatUresHfnbwn as 
Mtons^qjyoured most of the world’s population, 
driving the remainder into a walled stronghold^ 
Now, the appearance of an immense new Titaflll 
threatens the few humans left, and one restless 
boy decides to seize the chance to fight for his 
freedom, and the survival of his species! 
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TOMARE! 

You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 

from right to left, exactly the opposite of how American books are 

read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 

each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 

the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


